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Return regular flooding to Wyperfeld NP.
My extended family and I were lucky enough to camp at Wyperfeld NP before the Stage 3 and Stage 4
Lockdowns were announced in July 2020. We love camping and adore spending time in Victoria’s
Wilderness.
The area is referred to as Big Desert, but it is far from a desert. The area supports an abundance of
plants and animals. Though it hasn’t the lush greenness that results from high regular rainfall, it is
remarkable in its more subtle but complex landscapes. We saw wild flowers, numerous fungi resulting
from the recent rains, kangaroos and emus, an echidna and bright green parrots and many other birds.
We walked the well- marked walking tracks and found ourselves in a constantly changing landscape.
At times it was a like a fairy garden with the native pines, mossy ground and pretty flowers. When I got
home I joined up Friends of Wyperfeld so I can contribute to the care of the park and learn more
about it. This area is arid and therefore the water flow and amounts are not regular. There is a lot of
variation. The bushland has evolved with this system and needs this water regimen.
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Echinda near Wonga Campground (Photo LB)

Plant photo courtesy FOW

A large part of the park are the floodplains that surround the Outlet Creek. These flat areas are
covered in river redgums and Black box. These trees grow in these areas due to water regimen that
has been in place since forever. However, this water regimen has changed in the last 100 or so years
as the water has been diverted for towns and agriculture. Unfortunately this has a devastating effect
on huge parts of the NP. The first thing we noticed as we drove in to the Wonga Campground was the
sad state of the trees, associated with the floodplains. The Redgums were struggling, looking
bedraggled and so dry. They looked in very poor condition. What’s more, there were no young trees
that should have been growing to replace the old ones.

The area is meant to be a prime habitat for the
threatened Major Mitchell Cockatoos, but we were
disappointed not to see one on our visit in July 2020. (photo Friends of Wyperfeld )
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Floodplain redgums (Photo courtesy GoingFeralonedayatatime)
I wanted to find out more about the state of the park, why it is in the condition it is and what can be
done about it. I did some research and found out more about this fascinating ecosystem.
The Wimmera River is the source of the flood water for the flood plains of Wyperfeld. Since European
settlement, the water flow has been completely changed. Most of the vegetation in the catchment
system has been cleared for agriculture, and the water from the river is now managed by the
Wimmera Supply System. This ensures that townships and agriculture are supplied with water.

Wimmera River Storage and Delivery System (Wimmera CMA)
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I understand some water is allocated for environmental uses, however there is only enough for small
swamp areas. This is managed by the Victorian Environmental Water Holder (VEWH).

For flooding to occur in Wyperfeld, Lake Albacutya (which is near the end of the Wimmera River) must
fill and flow over through Outlet creek and into the flood plains of Wyperfeld. This system should be
flooding every 25 years. It has not flooded for 45 years. It last flooded in 1975. In addition, data
shows that the flood of 1975 was significantly less than those that preceded it due to the change in
water management (1).
These wetlands (though they have been bone dry for years) support a massive amount of biodiversity.
They are recognised in international treaties. But how are we treating them? We are destroying them
by starving them of water. With the reduction in trees, the number of bird nesting sites, homes and
food all fall. The whole system is destroyed.
I put the following recommendations to this Inquiry:
1. Acknowledge that Lake Albacutya is a Ramsar Wetland and is crucial for the survival of
Australian and International birds. With this acknowledgment comes the recognition that it
MUST be allowed to fill periodically which ensures survival of the species that depend on it.
2. Ensure that Lake Albacutya is allowed to flood at least every 25 years and flow into Outlet
Creek and Floodplains to ensure the survival of this precious habitat.
3. Review the current Environmental flows for all Victorias River systems and implement
scientific recommendations to restore river health, riparian and flood plains.
4. Implement a recovery plan for all the endangered plants and animals associated with this
Mallee region

Desert Walk. There is evidence of bushfire damage from 2015 which affected a lot of the park

We know that our state is heating due to climate change and it will be a challenge to keep the last
natural bush we have left from destruction from fire and drought. Lets not kill it off before then so
that we have nothing left of the precious bush that all Victorians value. Furthermore, these landscapes
have adapted to thrive in dry, arid conditions. As our state warms, there is likely to be so much that
these systems can teach us on how we can adapt our agricultural and natural systems to the new
conditions we are facing.
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Lastly, one of the highlights of visiting Wyperfeld is spending time in the surrounding towns including
Hopetoun, Rainbow and Patchewollock. Since the rise of modern agriculture, the population decrease
has resulted in a drop in population and jobs in the region. Tourism is a sustainable job sector. A
healthy National Park system is essential for the long term viability and health of these towns.
I would be happy to present my submission at the Inquiry if invited.

Yours sincerely
Lara Bickford

1. Leon BREN: Ecohydrology and Environmental Change to Lake Albacutya and Wyperfeld Park in
North‐Western Victoria, Australia; Australian Geographical Studies, 2004
Photos : From Author and Friends of Wyperfeld.
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